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FORWARD
Local revenues have assumed centre stage in our decentralisation reform process and
rightly so. The role and significance of locally raised revenues have not been
appropriately highlighted in the past but such funds play a very crucial role in our local
economies by among other things: providing sustainability to local investments,
providing sources of co- funding, enabling local governments to participate in the current
calls for domestic savings, facilitating local governments to borrow, if need be and
according to law, from the local financial markets and above all, the autonomy of local
governments in addressing their own priorities are best exercised via local revenues. It is
therefore vital that local governments are assisted to improve their capacities in local
revenue generation and mobilisation.
This workshop report updates government on the status and the way forward in local
revenue generation and mobilisation. It focuses on the major constraints hindering
revenue performance and recommends a series of best practices, which would
significantly improve revenue collection and management by local governments.
We urge all relevant stakeholders to play their respective roles in those activities geared
towards enhancing locally raised revenues.

Dick Odur
CHAIRMAN
LOCAL GOVERNMENT FINANCE COMMISSION
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1. GENERAL BACKGROUND
This paper presents a report on a series of regional workshops on local revenue
enhancement from 27th January 2003 to 7th February 2003 in eight regional centres. The
workshops were held to encourage the increase in local revenue through the following
objectives:
?? Encourage the dissemination and implementation of best practices in revenue
mobilisation and generation throughout local governments;
?? Learn lessons from those local governments which are implementing best
practices
?? Identify constraints to local revenue enhancement
?? Inform local governments of the inventory of best practices exercise
?? Develop a way forward for the implementation of local revenue mobilisation best
practices and allow the LGFC/LRECC develop informed policy options for
revenue enhancement.
The motivation to hold the workshops came from the fact that although the performance
of local revenues is generally declining across local governments, some local
governments such as Masindi district, Kabarole district, Ntungamo district, Busia town
council, Kampala City council, to mention but a few are performing relatively well in
local revenue collections.
1.1

Organisation and Methodology

Each regional workshop was co-ordinated by a staff of the LGFC with support by two
members of the LRECC. In addition, the LGFC provided a rapporteur and other support
staff.
1.1.1

Workshop Centres

The workshops were held in Arua, Lira, Soroti, Mbale, Iganga, Masaka, Mbarara and
Kasese. Local governments were grouped in the eight centres on the basis of their
geographical location and accessibility.
1.1.2

Participants at the Workshops

Participants from seven districts and seven urban councils participated in each of the
workshops with the exception of the workshops in Arua (five districts and five urban
councils), Masaka and Lira (eight districts and nine urban councils). The workshops
brought together political and technical personnel from district and urban councils. The
district participants included the district chairpersons, one MP from each district, CAOs,
CFOs, internal auditors, selected sub-county chairpersons and chiefs.
The urban council participants included mayors, chairpersons of town councils, town
clerks and town treasurers.
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Participants from central institutions, who also facilitated at the workshops, came from
the LGFC, MoLG, MoFPED, URA, SDU-USAID, Deregulation Project, UNCDF and
Aclaim Africa Ltd.
The Ministry of Local Government, the Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic
Development, LGFC, Uganda Revenue Authority, the Deregulation Project of the
MoFPED and the SDU-USAID project made various presentations covering legal issues,
policy issues and project experiences (See annex for the papers which were presented).
The report outlines the legal and policy framework supporting local revenue generation,
introduces the Local Revenue Enhancement Co-ordinating Committee, the organiser of
the workshops, presents the Best Practices identified during these workshops and presents
a way forward with recommendations for further action. It is the expectation that these
workshops will encourage the central and local governments to increase the capacity of
local governments to raise revenue in support of service delivery for poverty reduction.
1.2

The Legal Framework

The legal framework that provides for revenues for local governments (LGs) is contained
in Articles 191, 192 and 193 of the 1995 Constitution of the Republic of Uganda. Article
191 and 192 specifically empowers local governments to mobilise and generate local
revenues. This provision is further elaborated in the fifth schedule of the Local
Governments Act, 1997. Article 193 covers issues of transfers from the centre to local
governments.
1.2.1

Local Governments Revenue as detailed in the 5th Schedule of the LGA

The fifth schedule of the Local Governments Act, 1997 regulates local governments
revenue. The schedule details the framework for managing Graduated Tax; Property Tax;
and Other Revenues (Fees, Interests, Rents, Cess, Licences etc).
LGs also receive funding through donations. A number of donors such as DANIDA, the
Dutch, Irish Aid, to mention but a few provide funds in form of project support to local
governments. Some of these donors are, however, considering moving away from
project support to basket funding.
Part (VI) of the schedule also provides that a LG council may from time to time raise
loans by way of debentures, bonds or any other method, in amounts not exceeding
twenty-five percent of the locally generated revenues provided that a LG council
demonstrates ability to meet its statutory requirements. To date, most LGs have not taken
advantage of this provision.
Part V (14 & 15) of the fifth schedule further details how revenues collected by
city/municipal councils are to be shared with villages/cells and wards/parishes, and how
those collected by sub-counties are to be shared with village, parish and county councils
in form of grants.
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1.2.2

Decentralised Services

Article 189 of the 1995 Constitution of the Republic of Uganda divides service delivery
functions between central government and district councils. This is further elaborated in
Part 2 of the second schedule of the Local Governments Act 1997, which details the
functions and the services to be provided by LGs.
1.3

Status of Locally raised Revenues

1.3.1

Poor Performance

The performance of local revenues has generally been poor across most local
governments. In addition, the absolute amounts of revenues available for service delivery
are generally inadequate.

The table below presents counts of districts according to the size of locally
raised revenues collected in 1997/98 and compares it with the performance
in 2001/02.
Performance of Districts in Local Revenue Collection (excluding KCC)
Amounts raised
(Ug Shs)

Number of districts
in 1997/98

Above 2 b
Above 1 b
Above 500m
Below 500m
Below 200m

Number of districts
in 2001/02
3
8
22
22
11

0
2
8
46
16

Source: Compiled by LGFC

The table shows that 22 district local governments raised at least Shs 500m
each from local revenues in 1997/98. 8 of these fetched at least 1 billion
shillings each6 and 3 collected more than 2 billion shillings each7.
In contrast, only 8 district local governments raised more than 500m
shillings in 2001/02. Of these, only two districts (Mbarara and Bushenyi)
raised more than 1 billion shillings and none collected more than 2 billion.
The rest of local governments (46) collected less than 500m each.
Data for urban councils are scantier but an examination of a few urban
councils indicate that they have experienced less declines compared to rural
6
7

Bushenyi, Mbarara, Mpigi, Mukono, Mubende, Kabarole, Iganga and Luwero
Bushenyi, Mbarara and Mpigi
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local governments. One possible explanation to this is that urban councils
exploit a diversified revenue base consisting of graduated tax, property tax,
market dues, licences and fees, taxi parks and boda boda charges, unlike the
district local governments that rely predominantly on graduated tax. The
other possible explanation is that until two years ago, urban councils have
been receiving little in form of transfers from the centre.
1.3.2

Over dependence on Graduated Tax

An analysis of local revenue data indicates that district local governments
derive up to 50% of their revenues from graduated tax. This ratio was 75%
in 1997/98 indicating that the reliance was higher but dropped in 2001/02
mainly because the collection of graduated tax generally declined in
2001/02. The main reason for the decline was the over politicisation of
graduated tax during the 2001 elections.
Contribution of the various Local Revenue Types
SOURCE

CONTRIBUTION
1997/98

Graduated tax
Property Tax
User Fees
Others (including trade licences and
tender fees)

CONTRIBUTION
2001/02
75%
2%
6%
17%

51%
11%
10%
28%

Source: Compiled by LGFC
1.3.3

Dependence on central transfers

Local governments heavily depend on central transfers. In the financial year
2000/01, for instance, district local governments and urban councils locally
raised Shs 75 billion8 but received Shs 613.2 billion from the centre to
finance decentralised services — representing a contribution of only 12%.
1.3.4

Under exploitation of collectable revenues

Local governments under collect significant amounts of local revenues. In
some instances the shortfalls are as high as 70% and they lose at least 40%
in a majority of cases. Table 3 below illustrates the shortfalls in the financial
year 2001/02 in a few district local governments picked for illustration
purposes.
8

Excludes data for sub-counties.
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Local Revenue Performance in 2000/01 of Selected Districts (Ug. Shs)

Bundibugyo

ACTUAL
BUDGET
SHORTFALL
SHORTFALL IN %
COLLECTION
ESTIMATES
97,642,760
166,475,372
68,832,612
41%

Bushenyi

1,446,462,081

2,982,362,000

1,535,774,119

51%

Moroto

127,660,800

212,866,900

85,206,100

40%

Luwero

501,656,505

988,663,912

487,007,407

49%

Lira

458,420,518

935,920,596

477,500,078

51%

Mbale

366,165,261

1,561,119,853

1,194,954,592

77%

Arua

969,394,010

2,043,735,517

1,074,341,507

53%

1,052,632,521

4,443,955,000

3,391,322,479

76%

262,489,119

765,842,000

503,352,881

66%

Mukono
Jinja

Source: Auditor General's Report
There is good documentation and explanation of the causes of the poor performance and
the strategies to improve them. Some of the latest of these includes the Revenue
Enhancement Study by Crown Agents (sponsored by ODA in 1996) and the Revenue
Enhancement study by the Local Government Finance Commission (LGFC) in 2000,
which updated the 1996 ODA findings and probed further on how to enhance local
revenues. The two studies highlighted weaknesses affecting assessment, recording,
collection and administration of major revenue sources and weaknesses in policies
relating to local revenue mobilisation and made useful recommendations to overcome the
constraints. The studies also revealed that the revenue sources at the disposal of local
governments have high potentials of yielding more revenues than currently being realised
but that they are generally under exploited.
In a LGDP Review of 2002 9 , it was suggested that the increase in the numbers and sizes
of central transfers to local governments could also be contributing to the poor
performance of local revenues. The LGFC is currently reviewing allocation formulae
and will consider the introduction of tax-effort in the formulae in order to reduce the
negative impact of central transfers on local revenues.
1.4

Why Revenue Enhancement is Important

As it may already be known, local revenue is important to local governments for the
following reasons:
- Finances administration costs (especially councillors’ emoluments & employee costs)
- Finances maintenance costs and thus promotes ownership of projects
- Promotes accountability to the community resulting into improved quality of services
- Permits collection of localised and low yielding revenues
9

Jesper Steffensen, et al
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-

Regulates businesses and provides important infrastructure/services such as markets
and public conveniences at a charge
Reduces pressure on central governments & reliance on donations
Guarantees sustainability of service delivery and autonomy of local governments

-

Local Revenues in other words ensure the viability and sustainability of local
governments!
1.5

Initiatives to Enhance Local Revenues at the centre

The LGFC through The Local Revenue Enhancement Co-ordinating Committee
(LRECC10 ) has focused on three areas of improvement in order to enhance local
revenues. These are; improving co-ordination amongst central institutions; facilitating
policy debate to inform the LGFC and MoLG on policy and legal improvements; and
enhancing the capacities of local governments to raise more local revenues by
encouraging them to implement best practices.
The objectives of the LRECC are:
?? To co-ordinate and support the development of conducive decisions and policies
regarding local revenue and
?? To enhance the capacities of local governments to effectively and efficiently
generate and manage sustainable local revenues.
Membership of the LRECC includes:
?? Local Government Finance Commission (Chair of the Committee)
?? United Nations Capital Development Fund (Donor representative);
?? Ministry of Local Government
?? Ministry of Local Government (PMU)
?? Ministry of Finance Planning and Economic Development, Decentralisation
Desk;
?? Ministry of Finance Planning and Economic Development, Tax Policy
Department;
?? Uganda Local Authorities Association;
?? Urban Authorities Association of Uganda;
?? Ministry of Lands, Water and Environment (Chief Government Valuer)
?? Kampala City Council;
?? Bushenyi District Local Government;
?? Uganda Revenue Authority
?? The Attorney/Solicitor General
One of the first activities of the LRECC was to approve the implementation framework
for revenue enhancement and revenue sharing compiled by the LGFC. It is further
working with all participating agencies to ensure that there is less duplication in research
and the provision of services related to local revenue enhancement.
10

The TOR and Action Plan of the LRECC is attached as annex 3
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Currently, the committee is steering the compilation of an inventory of best practices in
local reve nue mobilisation and generation. The work on best practices began with eight
regional workshops conducted by the LRECC in January/February in which participants
discussed various best practices and constraints affecting local revenue mobilisation.
The findings and recommendations from these workshops follow in the next three
sections of this paper. In addition to the Regional Workshops, a consultancy to provide
an in depth examination of revenue generation best practices is also taking place. The
consultant, Aclaim Africa Ltd. will compile the in depth inventory and, importantly, will
produce guidelines on how to implement the best practices; the final report and
guidelines will be completed by end of May.
The LRECC is also a steering committee of a research on the impact of rural taxation on
poverty. The study is being spearheaded by the Economic Policy Research Centre and
sponsored by DfID.
The LRECC also acts as a forum for discussing initiatives in local revenue enhancement.
Currently it is working closely with SDU-USAID, the Deregulation Project, Rakai
District Development Programme III (sponsored by DANIDA) and the West Nile
Districts, each of which is involved in some aspect of local revenue enhancement.
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2. OVERVIEW OF THE ISSUES
In essence, the main questions asked in the context of the Regional Workshops were:
What are the problems with local government taxation in Uganda? Why are LG tax
revenues declining? Why has financing of LGs recently become a problem? What can be
done to face this challenge by local governments themselves? The Regional Workshops
allowed local governments themselves to come up with answers, which were based on
their important experience.
Efforts to raise local taxes in any local government in Uganda are largely hinged on the
relationship between taxation and service delivery. Implicit in this relationship is the
well-accepted notion that local taxation is a form of contract between the taxpayers
(citizens) and their respective local governments. This relationship has several tenets, key
amongst which are:
?? How the overall “bigger” political contract between the citizens and the their
government is being managed and viewed by local governments;
?? How responsive the government is, in alleviating the socio and economic
standards of its people and,
?? How conducive is the taxation policy i.e. tax scale, tax acceptability, equity and
ability to distribute wealth in society.
It is within this context that this chapter presents the findings of the workshops along
with some key challenges to service delivery, poverty reduction, accountability and good
governance. Some of the identified challenges will be further detailed in the chapters,
which present best practices.
2.1

Relationship of Taxation to Service Delivery:

The concern of local taxation in Uganda is not only how to raise local government
revenue and how much to raise but also how to spend it and to spend it on activities
which support local communities. A key issue that was identified in the workshops that is
affecting tax mobilisation is lack of understanding by LGs and communities of the
relationship of taxation to service delivery. The interpretation in this understanding is
therefore the degree of compliance to a tax regime within and across LGs by local
communities.
LGs do not widely identify the obvious linkage of service delivery to tax collection
compliance. A notable question that emerged out of the workshop was the degree of
accountability and transparency within LGs in using revenues to provide the expected
services. From the workshop participants, it became very apparent that before the
enactment of the decentralisation policy, local communities had a vague idea of how the
central government financed social services using a top – down approach or what various
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authors have described as “entitlement culture”11 . With the advent of decentralisation, a
question was thus raised: How can LGs create credibility before the taxpayers to establish
appropriate procedures for revenue generation, mobilisation and management for
equitable distribution of services. The LGFC was thus challenged to address the question
of how to raise overall incomes in order to boost taxes that would be used to accelerate
the delivery of basic services.
The ironical view behind income poverty and hence unwillingness or inability to pay is
contrasted by the commonly perceived understanding that many of the poor or noncompliant people are willing to pay user fees or charges for the services delivered. For
instance, evidence exists that poor people pay for services provided by the private sector
i.e. medical user fees, water fees, etc. It is discernible that the quality of services that the
LGs provide has strong correlation to willingness to pay tax and tax compliance. The
challenge therefore is for the LGs to improve the quality of their services and or to
operate like a private sector, without necessarily hurting the poorest sections of their
communities.
Participants (LGs) on the other hand expressed a concern that there is no way LGs can
improve on the quality of their services without first raising revenue. The move to raise
revenue has thus involved punitive tax collection methods on the side of the LGs, rather
than an option to create an enabling environment for consensus. The punitive measures,
combined with the non-accountability of the LGs was thus noted to:
?? Diminish citizens’ perceptions and attitudes with respect to any connection
between taxes, service delivery and community development.
?? Facilitate corruption in tax assessment, enumeration and collection.
?? Compromise on the flow of information between the LG and tax payers in
relation to transparency, accountability and predictability of the tax system, and
?? Undermine the credibility of the LG.
The Workshop participants challenged themselves to ensure sensitisation and continuous
communication as essential between the communities and their LGs to support better
understanding of the reciprocal relationship between communities and LGs. At the same
time the LGs pointed out their role less as ‘tax police’ and more as ‘public servants’ with
a responsibility for service delivery to their communities. This analysis was pointed out
as essential for any positive future in tax generation for local governments. Otherwise
the environment of competition and resentment between taxpayers and local governments
will only worsen.

11

See Johnson, R.W (1999) Not so close to their hearts. An Investigation into the non-payment of rents,
rates and service charges in South Africa’s towns and cities. Johannesburg: The Helen Suzman Foundation
(November).
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2.2

Taxation and Poverty Reduction

The workshops did not consider the impact of local taxes on the poor, per se, yet because
the relationship of taxation to poverty reduction is significant, the issue was widely
discussed. The workshops noted the high prevalence of poverty among the communities
and thus its effect on tax compliance. The key question that was raised is: Does poverty
make poor taxpayers unable rather than unwilling to pay? This particular issue will
further be addressed by the incoming research between ODG – UK and EPRC.
The workshop participants pointed out the following: If the answer is “unable” then other
means should be devised to enable poor taxpayers meet their tax obligation. The
responsibility of creating enabling procedures falls squarely on both the Local
Governments and taxpayers. However, on the side of the taxpayers, the bottom line
should be on the ability of the LGs to provide an enabling environment for local
economic development that enables the poor to become ‘able’ to pay taxes. As well, it is
the expectation of that taxpayer that LGs be approachable, listen and communicate with
the taxpayers. If the LG is viewed as an adversary, that is unapproachable and does not
listen or come with solutions to the discussion table with its taxpayers, then taxpayers
will always remain suspicious of their LG.
An example of enabling and facilitating role was derived from the experiences of
Deregulation Process, which was applauded. LGs were thus encouraged to change their
attitude and learn to adopt a private sector behaviour and mode of doing business. One
memorable quote came from the CAO of Rukungiri who said, “The times of the old
chiefs are over…. the LGs ought to adopt new public management ethics and mode of
doing business”.
Local Economic Development was noted as one such key to revenue generation. For
instance, creating a positive environment for investors, facilitating access to credit and
micro- finance, linking local entrepreneurs, artisans etc to market information,
maintenance of market databases, rural infrastructure, development of viable public –
private partnerships etc as well as development of LG Business Plans all help to alleviate
poverty and for tax payers to appreciate their LGs. The Luwero Business Plan is a good
model of a government and private sector partnership.
On the other hand, if poverty creates unwillingness to pay by the taxpayers, then LGs,
including the central government should review the following:
??
??
??
??
??
??

Has the tax got ability to raise revenue as expected?
What effect has a tax got in terms of production/consumption efficiency?
How does a tax addresses equity and fairness in society
Is the tax administratively feasible i.e. is its collection cost low?
Is the tax politically and socially acceptable?
Is the tax predictable?

These issues ought to constitute part of the discussion at future regional workshops.
LGFC/LRECC together with ODG –UK/EPRC must be supported to further engage
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round table discussions on these topics to review the impact of taxation on the rural poor.
It is also noted that UPPAP has useful reports on the attitudes of the rural poor on
taxation, which should inform the process.
2.3

Taxation and Local Government Accountability

In the Kasese Workshop, one MP asked, why do you think taxpayers have confidence or
do not have confidence in their LG? Is it an issue of a tax regime or good accountability
from the side LG? It was argued by the workshop participants and also by other experts12
that the rate of contribution for a public good and thus a tax is affected by factors such as
citizens’ trust in others and perceptions of trustworthiness of the government. Without
trust therefore, there is little basis for social co-operation and voluntary compliance with
the laws and regulations that would ideally benefit everyone. Opio-Omoding et al (1999)
have also documented cases of trust and participation between the people and their LGs
in the UNCDF District Development Project which was meant to test the boundaries of
Local Governments Act 1997 13 .
Participants noted that compliance to the laws and rules governing public offices and to
the procedures of handling public resources should be adhered to. Other authors 14 have
also argued that citizens are likely to trust government only to the extent that they believe
that it will act in their interests, that its procedures are fair and reasonable, and that their
trust of the state is reciprocated. In the context of Uganda, The LG Act 1997 and The
Local Government Financial and Accounting Regulations (1998) emphasis information
sharing and transparency. For instance, the law requires that all LG budgets and plans
must be accessible to the population – i.e. put on the public notice boards. LG accounts
are public documents, which should be accessible to everybody. A report of LG accounts
should be made public for its scrutiny. The Local PAC committee should work in the
interest of constituents and ensure that the LG conducts its financial business according
to the law. Politically, the LG councillors are bound to report back to their respective
constituents every quarter and consequently convey their views back to the representative
council.
It was noted that in terms of LG taxation, revenues and other transfers, the prescribed
convention dictates the following:
?? Ministry of Local Government should publish imputation values in time and also
provide explanatory notes on how they were derived.
?? The public should know the exact time for assessment and enumeration in
advance and both exercises should be done in public and before the taxpayer
him/herself.

12

For instance, Slemorod, J. (2002) Trust in Public Finance” NBER Working Paper 9187. Cambridge,
MA: National Bureau of Economic Research (September)
13
For detail, see Opio-Omoding J., Mpabulungi A, and Deb J (1999) Commitment, Participation and
Trust: Insights from the District Development Project. UNCDF-Uganda Working Brief Series, Kampala.
14
Se for instance Levi, M (1998) A State of Trust” in V. Braithwaite & M Levi (eds) Trust and
Governance. New York: Russell Sage Foundation.
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?? LGs should publish due transfers to respective LGs accordingly i.e. indicative
planning figures, mandatory 25% LC1, LC2, LC3, LC4 transfers of collected tax.
?? All levels of government should:
o Make public all the monies (conditional, unconditional etc grants)
transferred from other upper level governments, including monies from
other sources i.e. NGOs, donations etc.
o Publish a list of their planned projects and budgets accordingly, where
necessary indicating proposed time for the start and end of project
implementation.
o Make public amounts used against each project and due balances where
available.
o Make public names of Investment Planning Committee, Building and
Management Committees of each respective social capital asset.
o Make public all names of pre-qualified tenderers and contractors.
o Make public the tax roll and where necessary, names of GT evaders
o Make public, on quarterly basis, the audit report of the LG accounts.
Ideally, such practices would promote trust, confidence and accountability in the LG
system as exemplified by the experience of Tororo Municipal Council. Tax payers would
be in position to know how their LG is using resources, what major decisions have been
taken, what projects are due for implementation, when and where and who are the
persons responsible. Unfortunately, it was noted that very few LGs practice such public
accountability provisions. Efforts by the DDP and LGDP to inculcate the practice have
been viewed as top-bottom policy to specifically undermine the integrity and the
confidentiality of LGs. The challenge remains on how to ensure compliance to the law
and the accountability of revenues.
2.4

Taxation and Good Governance

Evidence exists that LGs with good leadership and those that undertake inclusive
participation have performed well in terms of raising, mobilising and managing their
local resources. Good leadership was reported as vital in mobilising and sensitising the
populace towards tax payment, and generally directing them to development. It was
further reported that good leaders at all LG levels are those who have attempted to be
transparent and have followed the law. On the contrary, LGs that have had bad leadership
i.e. leaders with weak organisational and technical capacity, leaders who have gone
beyond the realms of their power, those who have conflicted with their technical staff or
among themselves have also had related problems in not mobilising, generating and
managing their revenues nor managing other LG programmes, nor govern to the required
letter of the law. Consequently, their local communities suffer.
Insecurity was also cited as one such factor that affects local resource mobilisation,
generation and management. Insecurity was noted to be of three kinds:
?? External security, in the case of the boarder line districts of Budibugyo, Kasese,
Gulu, Kitgum, Pader and Yumbe.
?? Cattle rustling in the districts of Soroti, Katakwi and Kapchorwa
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?? Armed taxpayers in the districts of Karamoja region. When the taxpayers are
more heavily armed than the tax collectors, the LGs have no means to enforce tax
compliance. In cases where tax has been paid, the armed warriors have been
reported to demand both physical and financial accountability by use of the gun,
failure of which LG staff have paid by their own lives. So even in cases where
there could be willingness to pay, tax collectors have been very sceptical in
collecting taxes.
One other factor that has tremendously worked against taxation both at central and local
government level is corruption. The topic of corruption in taxation is very vast and as old
as the biblical times itself. Jesus too liken the entry of tax collectors to heaven as that of a
camel passing through eye of a needle – implying how from the biblical times, tax
collectors have high affinity to corruption. In the LGs, tax corruption was reported as
having multi-dimensional attributes most prevalent during;
?? Tax enumeration – when enumeration is not done according to the prescribed
rules and regulations.
?? Tax assessment – assessment being influenced by such forces as politics,
nepotism, tribalism etc.
?? Tax collectors under declare taxes collected or connived with tax collectors to pay
less
?? Printing of tax tickets – printers’ supply and sale tickets underground
?? Delayed delivery of tax tickets and hence even the collected tax is not well
documented and accounted for.
?? Distant banking institutions tempt tax collectors to mismanage collected resources
at source.
?? Tendering procedures especially for tax parks, landing sites and markets are done
outside the tender board rules and regulations. This is further compounded by lack
of knowledge in setting reserve prices, contract negotiation, bargaining and
management.
?? The haphazard way in, which the tax tribunals are conducted.
?? Lack of proper receipting and books of accounts, including capable staff at LG
level to manage the accounts.
?? Laxity of the audit system and LG PAC.
?? Lack of adequate data for tax purposes
Whether corruption is old or not, whether tax collectors have been biblically cursed or
not, the fact of the matter is that corruption can be controlled. The challenge to LGs
remains how to minimise corruption through any legal and administrative means
possible.
Political pronouncements coupled with inconsistent central government policies have
also had their toll towards decreasing LG revenue. There was widespread agreement that
political pronouncements have been more damaging to the extent that some lower level
LGs (LC3) are no longer able to meet their service provision, raise the co- funding
resources, pay salaries and council allowances. Inability to meet the LG budget
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requirements has negative profound impact on the Lower LGs and indeed on the integrity
of the local leaders.
As well, Central Government is evidently not paying its own taxes (property tax/ground
rent) that are due to Local Governments. Quite a large number of LGs have reported that
Central Government is one of the main tax defaulters. The question that was asked by
the districts was: If the centre and or local leaders aren’t paying, how can they demand
people to pay their LG taxes? Such cases can terribly undermine trust and accountability
relationship between the people and their LG as well as between the LGs and the Central
Government.
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3. BEST PRACTICES
Best practices in this report refer to those methods and ways of generating and mobilising
local revenues that effectively use the scare resources (personnel and money) available in
a council to enhance tax administration and promote awareness in a manner that reduces
the cost of compliance and maximise the revenues collected.
This section summarises existing best practices recorded during the regional workshops
under three subheadings, namely: Tax Governance: policies and institutional
environment, Tax administration, and Tax Management : incentive systems and
accountability.
3.1 Tax Governance: Policies and Institutional Environment
The macro policy and legal environment surrounding local governme nt revenue issues
are generally outside the control of local governments. The Constitution (1995) and the
Local Governments Act (1997) outline the sources of revenues to local governments.
The main sources such as graduated personal tax, property tax and business licences are
further governed by legislation and rules set at the centre.
Nonetheless, local
governments play crucial roles in setting up their own agenda for taxation, setting tax
rates according to local socio-economic situations and setting bylaws to supplement the
laws set at the centre. Some of the best practices noted include:
3.1.1

Existence of a Local Revenue Improvement Strategy/Policy

Masindi district council developed a revenue improvement strategy in September 2001.
The strategy sets the guiding rules and procedures for facilitating local revenue collection
and management. It differs from what exists in many local governments in that it holds
the Secretary Finance Committee directly accountable for revenue enhancement and
details strategies for realising set targets.
Busia district developed a tax policy (effective 13th Sept 2002) aimed at improving local
revenue. The policy clarifies on the sources of revenues, sets tax rates, clarifies on
practices for administering the taxes and assigns revenue administration functions to
specific officers.
Similarly, Kampala City Council has engaged a team of specialists to review and
reformulate council policies, in particular, tax policy that facilitates collection of local
revenues and promotes sound financial management.
Nakasongola and Masindi districts have introduced policies that clarify on the licensing
of charcoal production and marketing in the districts. The policies outline the rates and
procedures for administering the revenues.
3.1.2

Local Governments Associating Amongst themselves

A best practice was noted in the West Nile local governments where the districts and
urban councils in Adjumani, Moyo, Yumbe, Arua and Nebbi have identified a common
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problem of dwindling local revenue and developed a single project proposal aimed at
enhancing local revenue across the sub-region. The approach is consistent with the
principles of economies of scale and will facilitate quick exchange of knowledge and
rapid transmission of best practices in West Nile.
3.1.3

Conducting Exchange visits

Exchange visits accord opportunities to learn practices obtaining in other local
governments. A number of issues are discussed and observed during exchange visits
including how to improve tax administration, accountability, sensitisation and education,
etc. In the recent past Gulu municipality visited Arua Municipality to orient its council to
taxation issues. Entebbe Municipality visited Kampala City Council to acquaint itself
with privatisation and tender management issues, while Mubende district visited Rakai
district to understand how Rakai district handles the system of personalised graduated tax
system, to mention a few of the good examples presented during the workshops.
3.1.4

Forming and supporting revenue mobilisation taskforces

This was a practice recorded in Masindi, Moyo, Ntungamo and Wakiso districts where
special teams comprising of at least one member of the executive and relevant heads of
departments are named and assigned specific tasks of facilitating revenue collection and
mobilisation. Masindi district appointed its taskforce in September 2001 and assigned it
to implement its revenue improvement strategy. The taskforce approach brings together
a team that quickly takes decisions, provides timely corrective measures and delivers
effective feedback to both management and taxpayers. Following the workshops and
Wakiso district launched its taskforce in March 2003.
3.1.5

Deregulating Trade Licensing Procedures

Entebbe Municipal council is piloting deregulated trade licensing reforms with the
support of the Deregulation Project of the Ministry of Finance, Planning and Economic
Development. The reforms involve separating regulative objectives of trade licensing
from revenue mobilisation objectives. A short-term result indicates that the time for
getting trade licences have been shortened from 2 days to 20 minutes. Voluntary
compliance has tremendously increased and the amounts of money collected have already
increased.
3.1.6

Capacity building

Mbarara district local government trains enumerators at the sub-counties on property
assessment and facilitates them with stationary and allowances and Kumi district local
government is training its personnel on property valuation for ease of assessment
Rukungiri district local government conducts feasibility studies to determine viability of
new markets, sand quarries (hills), livestock and occupation fees.
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3.1.7

Creating Business Opportunities

Such as tourist attractions, which in turn creates a wider and stronger tax base. This was
a recommendation from a few districts, but except for Luwero District and Tororo town
council, there were few practical examples of how this was working. The districts
showed some interest in learning more about this approach.
3.2

Tax Administration

Tax Administration covers the functions of registration (enumeration), valuation
(assessment), collection, enforcement and taxpayer servicing. The following were the
best practices recorded in the workshops:
3.2.1

Use of reliable and easily updateable registers

?? Using card system to manage records on graduated tax payers; A card system to
manage records on graduated tax payers without having to write new register every
year was introduced in Nakasongola and Luwero districts in 2001/02 through the
support of SDU-USAID. The system provides quick information about tax liabilities
of the taxpayers and allows for easy management of records of incoming and
departing taxpayers. It is designed for a manual environment but is easily adaptable
to a computerised environment. Revenues have been recorded to have increased by
20% in Nakasongola and Luwero within a timeframe of one year.
The system will be introduced in Kabale and Mbarara districts this financial year.
Other SDU pilot local governments that may eventually be supported are Gulu, Apac,
Kamuli and Tororo.
?? Maintaining other forms of registers of graduated tax payers
Rakai and Kiboga districts also maintain registers of taxpayers, which they use for
personalising tax tickets. Kasese district is developing up-to-date tax registers at
village level to provide instant information on tax liability of a taxpayer.
?? Allocating life long tax identification numbers (TIN). Kamwenge and Arua districts
allocate TIN to taxpayer to reduce tax evasion and simplify assessment procedures.
3.2.2

Concerted Improvement in Determining Taxable Values

?? Annual revision of imputation values
Kabarole district local government yearly reviews imputation values, which it uses to
determine tax liabilities of each taxpayer. The reviews involve the analysis of socioeconomic factors.
?? Taking over management of tendered sources to revise reserve prices:
Tororo district local government occasionally withdraws the management of markets
to cross check and review reserve prices.
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3.2.3

Effective Collection

?? Privatising collection
Most local governments have privatised the collection of market dues, revenues from
taxi parks, trade licenses and other fees and charges. Gulu municipal council has
gone a step further and privatised the collection of graduated personal tax.
It is
evident that revenues from these sources have increased after privatisation indicating
that privatising the collection of revenues contributes towards maximising the
amounts collected 15 . Masaka district council has privatised the collection of
graduated tax with effect from this financial year and Kampala City Council is
committed to follow suit.
A number of local governments have adopted the following additional procedures to
improve on managing privatised sources.
Appropriately promoting competitive bidding against a sitting tenderer. This was the
reported case of tendering street parking in Kampala City Council in which
competitors presented bids worth two times that presented by the sitting tenderer
(Shs. 80m as opposed to Shs. 40m per month without having to change the charges).
If there was no concerted effort to promote competitive bidding, KCC would be
earning the much lower amount presented by the earlier tenderer.
Executing bank guarantees; Mbale Municipal council requires tenderers to provide
bank guarantees to reduce incidences of defaulting in payments as per contract.
Ensuring that tenderers pay upfront; Kamuli district require tenderers to make twomonths advance payments directly to the sub-county collection account with copies
of the banking slip sent to the sub-counties and district. While Arua district requires
enterprises managing markets to make 100% down payment at the beginning of the
contract. This practice ensures that companies with sound cash flow background are
engaged and it minimises on defaults.
Requiring bidders to submit photographs. Mukono district requires bidders to attach
photographs to bid applications. The photographs identify proprietors of companies
behind the bids and are used to enforce adherence to contracts. Using attached
photographs, proprietors with tainted history are identified and eliminated and the
photographs prevent them from coming back under new company names.
?? Swapping Parish Chiefs during graduated tax collection
Adjumani and Mukono districts swap parish chiefs during graduated tax collection,
and return them back to their usual duty stations after taxes have been collected. This
practice minimises influence peddling and corruption and the chiefs act as checks and
balances against one another.

15

However it should be remembered that the overall impact of privatising the collection of local revenues
on the society if not controlled may lead to tax harvest and exploitation by the private entrepreneurs.
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?? A peer-to-peer tax collection process i.e. youth collecting from other youth as
practised in Mbale.
3.2.4

Effective enforcement

?? Use of professional debt collectors;
Sironko Town council uses established debt collectors, prosecutors and auctioneers as
appropriate to recover unpaid revenues and this has proved effective. Soroti
Municipal council uses a professional law firm to recover property tax arrears from
the Custodian Board and the Uganda Land Commission -- two major government
defaulters in Soroti Municipality.
?? Evidence of GT payment to pre-qualify for tender awards; Bushenyi, Busia, Lira, etc
require applicants for tenders to present at least 3 years of GT tickets as evidence that
the intending contractor has consistently paid the correct tax. Those that present
incomplete tickets receive fines and must provide full recovery.
3.2.5

Taxpayer Servicing

?? The best practices were related to the processes of informing taxpayers about GT
assessments and when tickets for graduated tax become available. Masindi, Wakiso
and many other local governments run scheduled graduated tax mobilisation
programmes every year and ensure that tickets are available on time.
3.3

Tax Management: Accountability, Tax Education and Sensitisation

3.3.1

Monitoring of Enumeration, Assessment and Collection Exercises

Many local governments undertake monitoring procedures. The best practices were
noted from those that undertake frequent visits and mentor sub-counties dur ing the
time of monitoring. Arua district local government undertakes quarterly sub-county
monitoring and supervision visits by teams of Finance Officers and Auditors.
Masindi district uses the revenue improvement taskforce to strengthen field
administration, inspectorate and audit departments. The support includes provision of
reliable transport, regular supply of fuel and regular payment of allowances.
3.3.2

Banking cash collected intact as provided by law;

Gulu Municipality reported that banking cash intact to the banks have yielded
dividends by minimising opportunities for embezzlement.
3.3.3

Surprise Audit Checks;

Soroti Municipal council undertakes impromptu audit checks on the collection of
money from sales of plots, licences and permits, etc. to verify amounts collected
against receipts issued. Kaberamaido District council audits their sub-counties
frequently to ensure that the collected revenue is truly posted in the books of
accounts.
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3.3.4

Prompt remittance of revenue shares to respective councils

Kapchorwa Town council and sub-counties in Mpigi, Masindi and Gulu districts, to
mention but a few, promptly remit the 25% share to villages and the 5% to parishes
and counties, as they are collected.
3.3.5

Linking Tax payments to provision of facilities

Ntungamo, Wakiso and Mbarara districts, Nebbi town council, etc specifically return
revenues collected from markets to the improvement of the market facilities. In
particular they erect toilets, fences markets and improve access roads to markets
using local revenues.
Erecting signposts indicating what taxes have been used for such as was the case with
Busaabala road in Kira sub-county, Wakiso.

3.3.6

Use of media and public address systems

?? Running tax education programmes on radios (FMs)
Rukungiri district has a weekly tax education programme on radio.
Soroti Municipal Council uses FM radio to inform taxpayers about tax assessment,
deadlines for payment of licences in addition to talk shows conducted by council
officials to sensitise the public on the importance of tax payment and services
rendered by the council.
?? Seminars & Workshops
Kabarole district local government organises seminars and workshops for parish
chiefs and local leaders such as LCIII Chairpersons and Secretaries for Finance at
different levels
?? Bulletins (Mpigi, Masindi developer, Rakai Agayffye)
3.3.7

Using tax mobilisation agencies for tax education

Teamwork between administrators and politicians is working in Adjumani Town
council, Moyo, Ntungamo and Arua districts to mention a few, where a tax team
comprising of district and sub-county administrators and politicians work together to
mobilise and sensitise taxpayers.

3.4

Incentive Systems
Many local governments predominantly give out incentives rather than sanctions to
encourage improvements in local revenue generation.
Some incentives target
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taxpayers, others target individual tax collectors while others are given to a council as
a tax collector or mobiliser.
-

Nebbi local government rewards the first ten prompt taxpayers with a hoe each as a
means of motivating others to also pay in time.
Kabale district local government awards prizes to the best performing parish chief
and a bull for roasting to the best performing parish in the district. It also provides a
reward of 2% to the collectors – usually is paid instantly to the collectors as a means
to strengthening morale and to encourage good work habits for local councillors and
collectors.
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4. CONSTRAINTS
4.1

Tax Governance: Policy, Legal and Institutional Environment

4.1.1

Adverse Political Pronouncements;

In the 2001 presidential, parliamentary and local council elections, some candidates
campaigned to abolish GT and this adversely affected payment. This was worsened
with HE the President's pledge to reduce the lowest tax for the poor as it was
generally misrepresented and misinterpreted by local politicians. Graduated tax
collection was affected throughout the country and most local governments are
finding it hard to mobilise taxpayers to pay graduated tax they have been assessed.
In Rakai district a bicycle tax that was very productive from 1996/97 was scrapped
off in 1997/98 due to political criticisms.
4.1.2

Legal Constraints

?? Issuance of many and contradicting directives on graduated tax within 1 year; The
Ministry of Local Government in a bid to implement HE the President's
pronouncement for the lowest tax of 3000/- for the poor issued three directives and
guidelines on graduated tax in one year (FY2001/02). This subsequently affected the
administration of GT, e.g. the tax assessments were done three times in one financial
year in Masaka District and many other local governments. This tremendously
increased tax administration costs against the dwindling collections.
Rakai District had to withdraw the printing of personalised graduated tax tickets for
one year and this affected the performance of the tax in the FY 2001/02.
?? Gap in the Graduated Tax schedule issued by the MoLG; the revised structure of GT
released by the MoLG provides for a wide gap in the GT schedule. This means that
taxpayers in a higher bracket that would have been assessed between the brackets will
then pay the lowest value. To add onto this, the consultative process by the MoLG
that led to this revision did not involve the local governments.
?? Centralised property rating law; the centralisation of the property rating decree and
the delay in approving the bill has adversely affected revenue from this source
especially for the urban areas, which have great potential in property tax.
?? The Land Act gives ownership of land to the occupants making it difficult for urban
authorities to levy taxes. The act provides for four major types of land ownership i.e.
Freehold, District Land, Buganda Land and Uganda Land Commission. Local
government can only levy ground rent on land under districts but they are not entitled
to tax the others; yet they are faced with high and contradictory compensation costs
when they are planning development on freehold/Milo and Buganda land.
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?? The trade & licensing act is not clear about licensing professional service providers
who pay tax to other governing associations.
?? Inadequate provision to retain shares of revenues collected by LGs on behalf of
central government such as PAYE, VAT, etc.
?? Inadequate provision for LGs to collect reve nues from outputs of Estates (such as
BAT, sugar factories, etc) and industrial establishments found in local governments.
4.1.3

Institutional constraints

?? Negative attitude to the payment of taxes; some taxpayers avoid paying taxes while
others complain that the taxes are too high and multiple.
?? Leaders not leading by good examples; MPs, councillors not paying and campaigning
against payment of graduated tax.
?? Requirement by URA that LGs pay taxes e.g. 17% VAT from businesses contributing
to local revenues.
4.1.4

Insecurity and Natural Hazards Constraints

?? The long period of insurgency in the northern part of the country affecting the
districts of Gulu, Kitgum and Pader has disrupted production and settlements in those
districts. Most taxpayers do not have the means to generate money and pay taxes as
they are displaced and live in concentration camps. The insurgency has spilled over
effects in Lira, Adjumani and Apac.
?? Cattle rustling in Karamoja, Teso, Lango, Sebei and Acholi by armed Karamojong
rustlers have also had a toll on the wealth and ability of the affected population to pay
taxes. The rustlers themselves are armed and therefore hard to approach.
?? Natural hazards like dry weather in areas like Karamoja, Nakasongola etc are also
affect local governments' tax bases since the taxpayer's major income is from
agriculture.
4.1.5

Poverty constraints

?? The poverty of the people in rural areas and the large size of the informal sector in
urban areas are also obstacles to innovative practices as the poor have few resources
and the informal sector are hard to tax let alone assess and enumerate.
?? The local governments are faced with a problem of a narrow tax base and low taxable
capacity due the high levels of poverty especially in the rural areas. In places like
Masaka District there has been a change in economic base resulting into low incomes
as they face a decline in coffee prices, which has been their major cash crop. As well,
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local governments are not fully equipped to support a local economic development
process.
4.1.6

Poor Working Relations constraints

?? In some cases, the poor working relationship between the various levels of local
government and between the technocrats & politicians undermine teamwork spirit
and divert focus away from local revenue enha ncement activities.
?? Poor accountability by the local governments to the people and lack of transparency
on how revenues are spent. (See section on overview of findings)
4.2

Tax Administration and Management Constraints

4.2.1

Government defaulting to pay taxes on its properties;

In most local governments central government does not pay on time what they owe
the local governments when it comes to property tax yet they own a good number of
buildings.
4.2.2

Lack of capacity to enforce compliance;

The capacities to punish defaulters and to recover revenues particularly in sub
counties and divisions are low resulting into huge arrears, for example, in Masaka the
chiefs fail to be directly responsible for the control of the GT tickets. Although they
are required by law to take legal action on tender defaulters, they have failed to do so.
4.2.3

Mobility of border population to avoid taxation;

Fishermen, business people and other temporary settlers often run away from their
usual place of residence in order to avoid paying the right amount of taxes.
Nakasongola faces this problem as fishermen cross to Lira, Apac, Kayunga, and
Masindi to avoid paying the right amounts in graduated taxes. Border districts like
Busia, Tororo, etc, have mixed results as some population avoid paying taxes by
entering Kenya but others come from Kenya and pay graduated taxes so as to do
cross border trade.
4.2.4

Corruption and Embezzlement

One of the major problems obstructing innovative practices is corruption,
embezzlement, collusion and fraud between the collectors and taxpayers and this is a
problem that is being faced by almost all the local governments. Tenderers bribe
officials in order to get tenders; officials in districts are the owners of the businesses
that are bidding for work in the local governments to mention but a few, graduated
tax payers are being assessed and paying less than their worth to mention but a few.
In Masaka District, 10 sub county chiefs embezzled over 25m/- and were interdicted
in 2001/02.
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4.2.5

Inadequate tax registers and data banks

There is poor records keeping and lack of adequate data in most local governments,
which undermines the existence of reliable information on taxpayers and tax bases.
The lack of adequate data and slow assessment and enumeration results in delays in
receipt of tax revenues.
4.2.6

High cost of property valuation

The valuation process of property tax is lengthy and costly. This has resulted into
most local governments avoiding the exercise and therefore losing revenues from this
source.
4.2.7

Relationship of taxes to service provision

The workshops agreed that physical accountability and failure to avail receipts and
expenditures of what is collected is one of the major reasons why taxpayers do not
comply and will continue to resist paying taxes. The taxpayers do not see any benefits
accruing from the taxes paid as they have to continue paying for drugs in hospitals,
and continue to experience the deterioration of the roads and other facilities.
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5. RECOMMENDATIONS
To facilitate the implementation of the best practices in revenue mobilisation and generation and in light of the constraints identified in
the workshops, the LGFC/LRECC presents the following recommendations in two parts; the first part to local governments and the
second part to central governments. The responsible officer identified is expected to keep the LRECC informed on the progress of
implementation of the recommendations.
5.1 Recommendations to Local Governments
Constraints/Risks/Issues
Best practices work plans on revenue
mobilisation and generation not implemented

Recommendations

Responsibility

Comments

CAO /
Clerks

Record of this should be
maintained to inform the
LGFC/LRECC

1)

Present the work-plans developed during the best
practices regional workshops to council for approval;

Town

2)

Integrate the approved work-plans into district annual
work-plans for implementation;

3)

Implement the work-plans

Under assessment and under declaration of
taxpayers

4)

Local governments should adopt the use of public
notice boards and newspapers to publish the names of
taxpayers and information on how they have
complied including amounts assessed. Peer pressure
will force those whose names do not appear to come
out for registration.

Sub-county
chiefs

CAOs/Town clerks to coordinate

Parish chiefs collude with taxpayers to pay less
than assessed

5)

Parish chiefs should be shifted during graduated tax
collection to areas where they are likely to be less
compromised

Sub-county
chiefs

CAOs/Town clerks to coordinate

Rampant embezzlement by local government
administration staff

6)

Strengthen internal audit departments and undertake
spot checks and promote open discussions on
corruption

CAO /
Clerks

Members of Parliament, councillors and other
local leaders not paying taxes

7)

Local governments should sensitise local leaders and
politicians to show good examples by being the first
to pay their taxes

LCV
chairpersons
Mayors

Town

/
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8)

9)

In addition governments should play more proactive
roles in enticing local leaders and Members of
Parliament to pay Graduated tax by producing
personalised tickets and presenting the tickets on time
to the local leaders and Members of Parliament

CAOs/
clerks

Town

Sub
chiefs

county

As a last resort, display publicly the names of
stubborn leaders who cannot be bought-in, as
defaulters, in contrast to those who have paid

Weak relationship between taxation and service
delivery

10) Local governments should embark on massive
sensitisation and mobilisation of communities to
promote understanding why they are paying taxes and
what taxes are used for

LCV
chairpersons
Mayors

/

Negative Political Pronouncements by Local
Politicians

11) Work closely with Members of Parliament and
Councillors to encourage political support of tax
payments to ensure service delivery

LCV
chairpersons
Mayors

/

Sub-counties not passing down 25% to villages,
5% to counties and 5% of revenues collected to
parishes on time; divisions not implementing
the revenue sharing provisions

12) Sub-counties and divisions should practice revenue
sharing provisions to motivate the villages, parishes
and counties to effectively contribute to revenue
mobilisation

Sub-county
chiefs

The property rating bill does not propose better
laws for generating property tax

13) Local governments should work with ULGA to
discuss and channel joint views on the bill for
consideration in making the law

CAOs / Town
Clerks

Training should
and reach LC1s

cascade

UAAU, ULAA has already
initiated discussions to
which local governments
should quickly respond
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5.2 Recommendations to Central Government
Constraints/Risks/Issues
Political Interference by Politicians vying for
national seats

Recommendations

Responsibility

1) The LGFC advise HE the President on the Chairperson,
current situation
LGFC
2) The LGFC should copy similar advisory
note to Parliament

Central government not paying property tax and
ground rent on government buildings in local
governments

Comments
-

Advise
Revenue
pinpointing
interference
presented to
President.

on
issues,
political
already
HE the

3) The LGFC/LRECC should produce S/LGFC
specific recommendations to government
urging policies established for central
government to pay their taxes directly to
the districts
4) LGFC should agree with MoFPED on
how to settle arrears accumulated by the
central governments

Revenues collected by the District Land Board on
land in urban areas are not passed to urban centres
yet they are responsible for urban planning

5) LGFC should study the problem and S/LGFC
accordingly
make
specific
recommendations to government

The Land Act curtails ability of local governments
to build roads, expand markets and other public
infrastructure as land belongs to the people

6) The Ministry of Water, Lands and C/LRECC
Environment and the LRECC should
study the problem further and make
necessary recommendations

No share of money collected on behalf of central
government is retained by local governments
contrary to Sec. 81(3) of the Local Governments
Act

7) The LGFC should facilitate negotiations S/LGFC
involving MoFPED, URA, MoLG, ULGA
to agree on shares to be retained by local
governments
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Tax bases in local governments are narrow as they
do not share revenues derived from estates, customs
and other investments in local governments

8) The LGFC/LRECC should study the S/LGFC
problem further using the case of BAT,
Tororo District and Kinyara Sugar estate
in
Masindi
to
make
necessary
recommendations

Graduated tax schedule as provided under the
graduated tax regulations of August 2001 is largely
regressive in favour of the middle income group

9) In the future the MoLG should consult
local Governments before passing out tax
regulations
10) The LGFC should review the tax structure
with a view of improving the fairness of
the graduated tax.

PS, MoLG
S/LGFC

Growing resentment towards payment of graduated
tax

11) LGFC should undertake further studies to S/LGFC
develop options for supplementing or
replacing the graduated tax

Adverse impact of taxes on the poor

12) The study on the impact of rural taxation C/LRECC
on the poor by the EPRC/ODG should be
supported by the LRECC and its
recommendations should be widely
discussed and implemented.

Absence of a unified system of identifying
individual taxpayers across the country

13) URA should widen the use of tax Commissioner
identification numbers to be given to General, URA
every taxpayer, wherever they live in
Uganda. Both the local governments and
URA should use the unified TIN. Each & PS/ST
taxpayer would receive a card that would
have to be certified before any tax is paid.

In consultation with
MoLG,
Electoral
Commission, Ministry
of internal Affairs
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Constrained income generation opportunities in
local governments due to slow business growth and
rampant unemployment

14) The LGFC, Ministry of Local Government C/LRECC
and that of Finance Planning and
Economic Development should improve
income generation opportunities in local
governments through improved processes
of business registration and licensing at
the central and local government levels

Disparities in earnings of LCV chairmen across the
country

15) The MoLG should advise government on
the way forward in paying LCV chairmen
by the central government

Insecurity in the northern region

16) Government should find lasting solution PS/ST,
to peace in the north. In the meantime MoFPED
MoLG, MoFPED, ULGA and LGFC
should develop options for maintaining
service delivery to the community by
compensating revenue losses in the
affected local governments

Government has contracted Aclaim Africa Ltd.
to compile a more detailed and comprehensive
inventory of best practices to supplement the
regional workshops. Further, they are tasked to
produce practical guidelines on how to
implement best practices as a follow up on the
workshops.

17) Once the guidelines are approved and

The entire Inventory exercise will produce
medium and long term recommendations
which may require further donor support.

18) The LRECC should filter out UNCDF
recommendations for which local
governments would require external
support and present to donors

In consultation with
the
MoFPED,
Ministry of Trade

PS, MoLG

S/LGFC

completed the LRECC should develop
an
action
plan
for
dissemination/capacity building as
recommended through the Inventory
work.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
It is important to emphasis that local revenues give discretionary spending powers to
local governments, which ideally should only be supplemented by central transfers and
donor funds in form of budget support.
The very good attendance and participation in the workshops by local governments
confirmed that local governments are eager to improve the performance of local
revenues.
Participants were sensitised on the issues affecting the performance of local revenues and
were accorded opportunities to present their case directly to both national and local
politicians on the alleged political interference in revenue mobilisation and collection.
The workshops further confirmed that local governments use a number of practices in
mobilising and generating local revenues and that although the performance of local
revenues are generally poor, some local governments such as Masindi, Kabarole, Pallisa
districts, Kampala City Council to mention but a few are doing well. Local governments
developed work plans for implementing at least three best practices identified in the
workshops. These workshops will be followed-up by the Local Revenue Enhancement
Co-ordinating Committee.
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